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General tech and theatre speak  

Black box - A plain but flexible performance space with a level floor, usually with black walls (often 

made out of hanging black curtains). 

Cable ties - Small plastic clips with a locking mechanism so they can be made into a loop and then 

pulled tight, very useful for securing things reliably, stronger than most types of tape and can be pulled 

tighter. They do have to be cut once they’ve been secured though and can’t be loosened (unless they 

are the rare reusable type). 

Cyclorama (cyc) - White or light coloured gauze curtain that covers the whole width of the stage and 

can be lit to create a hazy effect. 

DSM (Deputy Stage Manager) - Keeps track of where in the script the show currently is and informs 

the fly op, sound op, backstage and light op of any cues, very important for accurate timing on larger 

shows.  

Duct tape - A good tape to reliably sticking stuff together semi-permanently, but can leave considerable 

sticky residue when removed. It’s a very strong glue on a tape made of waterproof/weatherproof woven 

material with a shiny finish. It can be torn across the tape instead of using scissors. This is NOT heat 

resistant and can dry up and even smoke when used near hot lights. 

Flats - Flat pieces of theatre scenery which are positioned to look like the walls of a room or another 

background. Flats can either be soft (wooden frames covered with cloth) or hard (wooden frames 

covered with plywood). 

Flys - System of ropes, pulleys and weights within a theatre which allows fly bars to be raised or lowered 

so that curtains and scenery are able to be quickly and easily raised or lowered, sometimes even during 

the performance. 

Gaffer tape - Tape made of woven material but more easily removable without leaving sticky residue 

compared to duct tape. It is water resistant and heat resistant, has a matte finish. Can be torn across 

the tape rather than using scissors. 

In the round - A layout where the audience are seated around the performance space on all sides. 

Left and right - House left/right is from the audience perspective looking at the stage (often more 

useful for sound tech), stage left/right is from the perspective of an actor looking out from the stage. 

Often if people just say left/right then they mean stage left/right. 
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Lighting designer - Designs and directs the set up (rigging and focusing) and programming of the 

lights for a show. 

Light op - Triggers and controls the lighting system during a show, either working from the script or 

following instructions from the DSM. 

LX tape/electrical tape - An insulating tape, available in different colours, often used for taping coiled 

cables so they can be stored or transported neatly without tangling, or for attaching cables to things 

like lighting bars or truss. White electrical tape and a marker pen can be used to make semi permanent 

labels quite easily while coloured electrical tape is useful for marking items of tech so you know what 

it’s being used for/where you hired it from, such as the same colour tape each end of a cable. 

Masking tape - Usually a yellow-white tape with a paper like texture, it is very useful for marking the 

edges of an area to be painted to get a sharp edge to the paintwork, or protecting things like light 

switches while painting. Also a good way of making temporary labels since it can be written on with 

paper or pen and easily peeled off without leaving residue or damaging the surface it’s stuck on. 

PAT Testing - All electrical equipment needs a (yearly for most stuff) safety test, it will have either a pat 

testing sticker on it (green one is good, red one is bad) or an appliance ID that can be used to match 

it to a document proving it got pat tested (kept by the owner of the equipment). Never use equipment 

with a red “FAILED” sticker on it, it could be really dangerous. If it has a green sticker then check it was 

last tested in the past year, if it hasn’t been then ask the owner to get it tested. 

Preset - Anything in position before the start of the show/after the interval (including set, props, lighting 

etc). 

Prolyte stagedex - Widely used in Durham colleges for temporary staging, very strong staging made 

of (usually) 1m x 2m flat sections that are lined up with each other using deck levellers (little bits of 

metal that slot into the sides of a section) and then clamped together using coupler clamps. Legs come 

in a variety of sizes and are clamped into holes on the bottom of each section. Suitable for large and 

high stages and with the right kind of legs can be used on uneven ground and even outside. 

Proscenium arch - A theatre layout where the stage is framed by an arch and the audience are seated 

in front. Think of The Assembly Rooms Theatre or a stereotypical theatre layout. 

Q build - A compact staging system made of stackable metal frames and wooden panels that can be 

linked together to build stages of different heights with detachable railings for safety if it’s built high. 

Not as strong as prolyte but good for making little stages on a larger stage or for low height stages on 

a flat floor. It’s good to remember it isn’t as strong as something like prolyte and it shouldn’t be stacked 

too high. 
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Ratchet strap - A woven strap with a ratchet tensioner used for securing loads as they’re easily tightened 

to hold things securely, available in different strength ratings so check it is strong enough before using 

one for anything important. 

SM (stage manager) - In charge backstage. Keeps track of costumes, actors, props and set. Also 

responsible for coordinating the stage hands for scene changes. 

Sound designer - Designs the sound system and audio cabling for a show taking into account the 

acoustics of the venue and the nature of the performance, also makes or finds sound effects and 

operates the sound desk during the show. 

Sound op - In charge of sound effects and helping with other sound related tasks, also is the sound 

designers link to the cans system, a good sound op will have their own annotated script for when sound 

changes need to be made faster than a DSM can handle. In a show which isn’t a musical they can also 

be in charge of operating the sound desk during the show. 

Stage crew - The helping hands who can move set and props on and off stage during blackouts and 

help actors change in a hurry or hand out props. 

Stage weight - Heavy object used to weight down or brace a heavy object such a scenery or to stabilise 

something like a lighting stand, designed to be stackable, won’t roll or slide easily and have a place for 

attaching straps safely. It’s important to use an actual stage weight rather than something else heavy 

such as a dumbbell. 

Tabs- Curtains which hang at the sides of the stage to decrease the width of the stage and/or get rid 

of audience sightlines to provide wings for anyone backstage. 

Tab warmers - Lighting focused onto the house tabs at the front of the stage to set a theatrical 

atmosphere before the show starts. May also involve a gobo with the show or company logo. 

Tank trap - Heavy metal plate used as a base for some poles or truss as it has space to insert and secure 

a vertical scaffolding bar, not strong enough for use as an actual tank trap. 

Tech director - Responsible for the technical side of a show, also a title at colleges for the leaders of 

technical committees. Needs a combination of technical knowledge, good organisation and also 

people skills, a good tech director will be involved from an early stage in the planning of a show and 

delegate jobs to the people in their team while keeping track of everything that is going on as well as 

troubleshooting any problems during the week. 

Thrust stage - A stage that extends out into the audience so there are audience members seated on 3 

sides. 

Traverse stage - When the stage is long and thin with audience members seated facing either long 

side. 
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Truss - A type of modular metalwork that can be joined together using special locking joints to create 

free standing frames to attach things like lights too, if you use truss then you need to check the 

manufacturer's instructions for how much weight different amounts of truss can handle safely. It can 

be used to make very interestingly shaped lighting rigs and is great for use in venues with no existing 

places to mount lights. The Mark Hillery Arts Centre in Collingwood uses truss for the overhead lighting 

rig. 

 

Lights 

Alphapack - A common type of small dimmer made by zero88, it can control 3 lights and has manual 

faders on the front or can be wired up with DMX and connected to a lighting desk. Can also be attached 

to a clamp so you can hang it from a lighting bar or truss. 

Backlight - Light from behind the subject, make hair glow nicely like a halo without lighting the face. 

Barn doors - Little metal flaps on fresnels and other theatre lights that can be moved to change the 

area that the light lights up 

Beam angle - How much the light from a fixture spreads out as it comes out. 

Birdie - Tiny parcan about 50mm wide. Tend to use 12V bulbs so you need a transformer with them to 

stop them going bang, the transformer is often connected using XLR connections but DO NOT use 

DMX or XLR cable to supply power (max current for an XLR without melting is about 0.6A, at 12V this 

is 7.2W, a normal birdie is 50W, so this is 7 times the max current you should risk on an XLR) 

Blacklight - American for UV light, can make phosphorescent materials glow in the dark but the light 

isn’t visible to the naked eye. 

Blackout - Turning all of the lights off, such as between scenes or at the start of a show to signal the 

beginning. Should be preceded by a shout of ‘going dark’ if it’s happening not during a show. 

Blind mode - When a lighting control system lets you edit the programmed sequence without 

outputting your changes to the DMX output, can be used to edit during a show without the audience 

noticing anything. 

Chase - A sequence of different lighting scenes that can be cycled through automatically (usually quite 

quickly). 

Crossfade - To fade between one thing and another such that they mix during the change, such as 

when the current lighting smoothly transitions to new lighting without going dark, or in audio when 

one song is faded into another without the sound stopping. 
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Cue - A lighting cue usually means a specifically programmed set of lighting to be used at a specific 

time in a show, with the name coming from a cue meaning the thing that prompts someone to do 

something (like in the saying “that’s your cue!”) 

Dimmer - A box of electronics that has power and DMX inputs that you plug lights with bulbs into, the 

dimmer can then adjust the brightness of each connected light. NEVER plug in LEDs or other electronics 

as something can break really easily. 

DMX address - Each of the 512 channels in a DMX universe can be used as a DMX address for a light 

or dimmer, the DMX address is the first channel that the thing will listen to, so a RGB light on address 

10 might use channel 10 for red, 11 for green and 12 for blue. You can set the DMX address on the back 

of an LED. 

DMX Channel - The name of a single control signal in DMX, it can have a value between 0 and 255, a 

channel can control something like how bright a light is, or rotate a moving light from left to right for 

example. A generic light will only use one channel whereas LEDs can use any number and by putting 

them into different modes you can often change the number of channels used by a single LED. 

DMX - Digital MultipleX, a digital data signal that can be used to control lights by connecting them to 

a lighting desk. The cable can have either 3 or 5 pins and runs between LEDs/alpha packs in order to 

control them 

DMX terminator - A connector containing a resistor that goes on the end of a DMX chain to make sure 

the lights along the cable get a clear signal. Doesn’t need to be used but is useful if you’re having a 

problem and are trying to work out why. 

DMX Universe - The maximum number of channels that can go along one DMX cable is 512 channels, 

this is called a DMX universe. The ETC element used in AR can handle two universes and so has two 

DMX outputs, a Jester can only output one. 

Downlight - A light that points down, hence lighting things from above. 

Fade - To gradually change something such as fading in a song so the volume increases slowly, or to 

fade out a lighting cue so that the lights slowly change or go dark. 

Flood - A light that just floods an entire area with light, very wide area light, which can only be focused 

in terms of a general direction rather than more precisely angling the beam. 

Focusing - The process of adjusting the direction, angle and beam size of lights. 

Follow - A cue that comes immediately after another lighting cue which means that it doesn’t have to 

be cued separately (eg lights will fade down to a single spot which will then fade out fully). 

Followspot - A very big long tube light with lots of lenses in it, it’s very directional and usually operated 

by a person (fancy ones can be operated remotely!) to point at a specific point, you can also adjust the 
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size and focus of the light spot. Work well for following actors with a spot of light (hence the name), 

often have colour filters that can be swapped in and out by pulling levers. 

Fresnel - A relatively small theatre light with a fresnel lens in, it’s a type of lens with concentric ring 

shapes on the front. These are adjustable and produce a small to medium area of soft light. Brilliant for 

making a nice stage wash. 

Frost - A filter effect that makes the light output fuzzy and less hard. 

Gel - The name of the colour filters used to change the colour of a incandescent light. They’re essentially 

thin sheets of coloured plastic that you cut to size and put in a gel holder. 

Generic - Standard lights rather than moving heads or LEDs. 

Gobo - A (usually metal) plate or disc with a shape cut in it. You put one in a light to make the light 

beam the same shape (eg a gobo with stars on will allow you to project stars). 

Haze - A very subtle type of smoke effect that is barely visible and floats all through the air but makes 

light beams passing through the air visible (think lazer beams and beams of light at concerts). 

Haze machine - A machine that uses haze fluid to create haze. Can get hot so keep it away from 

flammable stuff. Don’t use near smoke alarms. 

House lights - Lights that illuminate the area where the audience sit, in some venues these can be 

controlled from the lighting desk too. 

LED - Light Emitting Diode. A much more energy efficient lighting technology but often not as good 

for a natural looking stage wash. You can change them to any colour which means they’re much more 

versatile than generics lights with gels in. LEDs have a much faster reaction time than incandescent 

lights so it is possible to strobe and flash them much faster. 

Lighting plan - A plan of where each light should go, and ideally where it should point and what channel 

it should be connected to, and should be drawn to scale for the room for easier planning and to make 

things simpler and quicker when rigging and focusing. 

Live mode - When any changes that you make to the programmed lighting are immediately visible to 

the audience. 

Magic sheet - A condensed version of the lighting plan with a focus less on knowing the precise position 

of each and every light and more on knowing what the light does and what channel it is on, don’t worry 

about getting it to scale as long as it is fast and easy to read, it will make programming the lights much 

easier when you can quickly look up a channel number or select specific lights based on where they 

are situated rather than having to remember a range of channel numbers. 
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Moving head - A type of light where the lamp and lenses are in a kind of pod that can be moved 

around and so it can be made to point in any direction. 

Moving mirror - A type of light where the light is bounced off a motor controlled mirror so it can be 

moved. 

Pairing - Can mean operating two lights from one dimmer or dmx channel so they always have the 

same brightness, usually set up symmetrically.  

PAR can - Parabolic Aluminised Reflector lamps. Essentially a bright light with a built in mirror. They are 

usually fairly directional in terms of the light they emit and have a higher colour temperature than other 

theatre lights (looks more like daylight than most light bulbs) and this means they can create very vivid 

splashes of colour when used with gels.  

Patch - A patch is the map of what each channel of DMX controls, the lighting desk needs to know the 

DMX address of each light and type of the light so that it can control it. Setting this up is called patching. 

Profile - A long tube or box shaped light with lenses in the front half and a lamp and reflector in the 

back, these have handles for moving the shutters inside the light, and usually a bracket on the front to 

fit a gel. You can also insert a gobo or adjustable iris between the lamp and lenses to either project a 

shape or adjust the size of the beam. Profiles are highly adjustable and come in versions with different 

beam angles (usually written on the side of the fixture). 

RGBA LED - A type of LED light with red, green, blue, and amber components, can do most colours 

but also produce really nice yellows which can otherwise be difficult with some LED RGB lights. 

RGB LED - A type of LED light made up of individual red, green and blue sections so you can adjust 

the colour to pretty much any colour. 

RGBW LED - A type of LED light with red,green,blue and white components, has a slightly wider range 

of colours than an RGB LED light and can also produce a much more natural looking pink and white. 

Shutters - Something that profiles have, these are inside the light between the lamp and lenses and 

attached to four handles on the outside. These work like barn doors but are much more accurate, just 

remember that to adjust the edge of the beam you need to move the handle opposite that side. 

Smoke machine - A machine that uses smoke fluid and can be controlled by dmx to release smoke. 

Can be used with ice to make the smoke flow along the floor for example, or without ice just to make 

a puff of smoke. Keep away from smoke alarms. 

Snap - When a lighting change happens suddenly without a fade effect (think what it looks like when 

you switch a normal light switch on when you enter a room). 
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Sneak - Function on ETC lighting desks which allows you to remove a channel from a 'live' lighting state 

at a preset speed (which makes it less obvious to the audience while also still allowing you to change 

something). 

Socapex (lighting multicore) - A type of big cable that can carry multiple power cables in one big cable, 

it is useful to connect a dimmer with multiple channels to a lighting bar or truss, where the socapex is 

then split into multiple plug sockets for lights. A single socapex cable can handle 6 lighting circuits. 

Spider - Socapex splitter that splits the socapex cable into separate plug sockets so that lights can be 

plugged in. 

Stage wash - That light which gently lights the entirety of the stage without any obviously brighter or 

darker spots. This is usually the best thing to start off setting up lights for before you add in anything 

else. 

Strobe - A rapid flashing light effect, LEDs can kind of do it but a xenon flash bulb in a good strobe 

light gets a much better effect, can make motion look staccato like you are seeing individual images 

the motion. Needs a warning up for the audience to see and to be included in the risk assessment if 

it’s going to be used. 

Submaster - A control for adjusting a group of other things, such as a lighting submaster which lets a 

single fader adjust the brightness of several different lights or change the colour of all the lights (if they 

are LEDs). 

Uplight - A light that points up, hence lighting things from below. 

Working lights - Just normal lights that are switched on while setting up for a show but switched off 

for the performance. 

 

Cables 

13amp - Normal UK plug, can supply 13A (double sockets are only guaranteed to supply 13A across 

both sockets) 

15amp - Old fashioned UK plug with round pins, can supply 15A. 

16amp - Big blue plug (red one means it’s 3 phase) can supply 16A per phase. 

32amp - Really big blue plug (red one means it’s 3 phase) can supply 32A per phase. 

63amp - Huge blue plug (red one means it’s 3 phase) can supply 63A per phase. 

Amps - A way of measuring how much electricity is flowing through a wire, can be converted to power 

(in watts) by multiplying it by volts (240 in the UK). 
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Daisy chain - A way of connecting things together where the signals goes in one side, then out the 

other to the next device along the cable run, much like how each daisy connects to the next if you 

make a necklace out of daisies. 

Gender benders - An adapter or cable with identical XLR connectors on each end (two female ends, or 

two male ends) and so allow you to change the direction of the cables you’re using. These completely 

defeat the safety mechanism of DMX and XLR always carrying signals in a specific direction so you 

should never need one if you have wired things properly.They should be avoided anywhere possible. 

IEC cable/kettle lead - A common power cable like those used on old kettles and most desktop 

computers and PC monitors, capable of supplying up to 10A (2400W). 

Powercon - A blue or grey twist to lock connector used for supplying power, many devices that use 

powercon have a blue connector where power goes in, and a grey connector where it comes out again 

so you can daisy chain multiple lights to one plug, be sure to check you are using good quality 

powercon cables and check the manuals for the lights you are using so you know how many you can 

connect to one plug safely. 

Single phase power - Normal plug sockets are single phase, they only contain one “live” wire. 

Three phase power - Special three phase power cables contain three separate “live” wires, and so can 

supply three times the power, when using three phase power supplies it is good practice to keep the 

amount of power used from each of the 3 phases roughly equal so that it doesn’t become unbalanced 

(this can cause damage to cabling). 

 

Sound 

Active speaker - A box with one or more drivers/speaker cones in it, and a built in amplifier, just needs 

power and an audio signal to work. 

Amplifier [Guitar amp] (aka amp, not the same as electrical unit amps) - A device for use with guitars, 

has a ¼” instrument input and controls like “gain” “master” “presence” on it, designed to amplify either 

guitar “guitar amp”, bass guitar “bass amp” or sometimes keyboard “keyboard amp”. Typically has a 

speaker built in (larger ones have the speakers as separate “cabs”) and can be used to change the 

sound of an electric instrument as well as making it louder. NOT intended for use as a PA speaker. 

Amplifier [PA amp] (aka amp, not the same as electrical unit amps) - A device that takes a small 

electronic signal and makes it much more powerful so that it can be used to power passive PA speakers, 

usually has XLR or ¼” jack inputs and speakon outputs, these are available in many shapes and sizes so 

take care with the volume if it is more powerful than your speakers. Amps often have a red warning 

light labelled “clip” if this lights up you are overloading the amp and should turn the volume down. 
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NOT intended for guitars (or other electric instruments) to be directly connected (use a sound desk 

and DI box). 

Audio effects - These can be software, standalone hardware or built into a sound desk, they are 

designed to change the sound passing through them in some way, common examples include reverb, 

echo, chorus, wave designers, graphic equalisers etc. 

Beltpack - The transmitter/receiver bit of wireless microphones and in ear monitors. 

Boundary mic - A microphone designed to be sat on the floor, these are a special type of condenser 

mic and come in directional (cardioid) and hemispherical (basically everything not below it) types. These 

are a great way to cause huge amounts of annoying feedback so best avoided unless it’s just for 

recording (you aren’t amplifying it to speakers). 

Bus - A place multiple signals can be sent to, they are then mixed together as they pass through the 

bus, the bus output can be pretty much anything, an effects processor, main mix, fill in speakers, a 

monitor, feed to a recording device etc. 

Cans (comm system) - A system that allows multiple headsets to be connected on an XLR cable so that 

they can talk to each other, usually requires a base station to provide power and then each person has 

a headset and beltpack, the Assembly Rooms Theatre is fitted with built in wiring for a techpro cans 

system so that various member of the tech crew can talk during a show. 

Cardioid microphone - A microphone with a cardioid pickup pattern, in English this means it hears 

what you point it at rather than everything around it. 

Chorus - An effect which makes it sound like there are multiple of the same signal at slightly different 

pitches and slightly different times, when used on vocals makes a single vocal sound like more people. 

Condenser mic - A microphone based on a capacitor (condenser is old speak for capacitor), basically 

two bits of metal with a voltage on them, the tiny little bits of metal are much lighter than a magnet 

like in a dynamic mic so it is more sensitive and better for high frequencies but needs phantom power 

to work. 

DI box (Direct Injection box) - These come in two types: active DI boxes need phantom power or a 9V 

battery to work, passive DI boxes don’t but produce a quieter signal, the silver DI100 and DI20 from 

Behringer that are all over Durham are active so need power. 

Dynamic microphone - A microphone based on a moving magnet inside a coil of wire, sound makes 

magnet move, that makes electricity in time with the sound and that goes down the wire to the sound 

desk. 

Fader - Either a knob or slider for adjusting the volume of a channel/output. 
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Feedback - When the output of a sound system is fed back in and amplified, usually results in a loud 

screaming sound, you will probably start hearing echoing before this happens so keep an ear out. 

Flanger - A device which overlays the signal with a copy that is slightly out of phase, and then varies 

the phase difference over time, causing a varying comb filter effect that is a classic way of making robot 

voice effects. 

Graphic equaliser - A special type of equaliser where the entire frequency range is split into sections 

(often 31/32) so you can adjust the volume of individual littler ranges of frequencies (works well with 

pink noise and a test microphone for EQing rooms properly). 

Headset mic - A microphone you wear on your head. Should clip over the ears with the mic positioned 

as close the mouth as possible but without being caught in the wind when breathing in or out, and 

ideally shouldn’t bang against the actors face while they speak or pull faces (the metal arm can touch 

but not the microphone itself). 

In ear monitors (IEMs) - A great way of getting audio signals straight to the ears of performers without 

using speakers the audience can hear. Make sure they are set up properly or they can cause a lot of 

problems. 

Jack to XLR- Cable which allows you to convert a jack cable to an XLR which is sometimes needed 

depending on the inputs on the sound desk you are using. 

Lavalier mic - A little microphone for clipping to clothes, great for interviews and maybe speeches, 

usually best avoided when it comes to theatre. 

Mid woofer - A speaker designed to do middle to fairly low frequencies, about 180Hz to 5kHz. 

Monitors - Speakers pointed at the performers so they can hear what they are doing, absolutely 

essential for singers near other loud stuff (like drums and guitar amps) and for guitarists using a DI box 

without their own amp (because they can’t hear themselves at all without one). 

Omni microphone - A microphone that hears everything around it, hence the omni meaning ‘all’. 

Pan - When used in audio this is moving a signal left and right e.g. I panned the guitar left (made the 

guitar come out the left speaker more than the right) 

Parametric EQ - A form of equaliser where you have a couple of adjustment points that can be moved 

through a frequency range, and then used to either boost or cut the frequencies at that point, a good 

one will provide adjustable Q to change how large an area of frequencies are affected. A small Q is 

great for killing feedback, a larger Q is better for EQing instruments. 

Passive speaker - A box with one or more drivers/speaker cones in it, requires an amplified signal from 

an amplifier to work. 
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Patch - The audio patch is where each input is connected to a snake, where each channel of the snake 

is connected, and what channel on the desk that is connected to, allowing you to keep track of where 

each signal goes, it’s good practice to keep this noted down somewhere easy to find it for when 

something needs rewiring later. The patch would also include the outputs of the sound desk, where 

they are connected to and their purpose. 

Phantom power - A way of sending 48V DC down a microphone cable from a sound desk for 

microphones that need it (condenser, boundary, ribbon) or active DI boxes. Don’t send phantom power 

to things that don’t need it if you can help it. 

Pink noise - A special audio signal where every frequency you can hear has an equal power (volume), 

this is very useful when testing equipment and equalising a room for the best sound quality. 

Post-fader send - When you send a signal from an audio channel to a bus after the fader (so the fader 

does affect the volume on the bus), this is good for effects like reverb because the effect fades with the 

channel when you adjust the fader, otherwise you can end up with a channel that is muted but you can 

still hear it echoing. 

Pre-fader listen (PFL) - A button to press to listen to a channel on your headphones, this works even if 

the channel is muted or turned down, a helpful way to check a signal before sending it to the speakers. 

Most desks have a “solo” or “PFL” button on each channel, the solo button can often be used for either 

soloing or PFL. 

Pre-fader send - When you send a signal from an audio channel to a bus before the fader (so the fader 

doesn’t affect the volume on the bus) this is a good way to run monitors since it means what the band 

hears isn’t affected by what you do on front of house. 

Radio mic - Portable microphones which work with a battery belt pack with a microphone running from 

it (usually with a headset mic). Requires a receiver to pick up the signal and then you need to run XLR 

cable from there to the sound desk (can be via a stage box). 

Reverb - Any sound in a room has a very subtle echo that is so fast (because rooms are small) it doesn’t 

sound like a separate echo, small reverbs can be used to thicken the sound of instruments or vocals, 

while a larger reverb will sound like a large echoey room. 

Ribbon mic - A bit like a condenser mic crossed with a dynamic mic, uses a thin strip of metal in a 

magnetic field to detect sound, sensitive like a condenser, also afaik nobody in durham uses them. 

Snake (audio) or audio multicore - A thick cable containing many separate XLR cables, one end usually 

turns into a bundle of XLR connectors while the other end has a box with corresponding sockets, usually 

labelled using numbers for one direction and letters for the other. Most snakes have more channels 

doing towards the sound desk for microphones and a smaller number going the other way for speakers 

or monitors. 
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Sound desk [analogue] - A conventional mixer that uses analogue electronics to mix the signals, often 

cheaper than a digital desk per channel but less flexible and can’t store and recall settings in the same 

way. 

Sound desk [digital] - A sound desk that carries out the audio processing using computer based 

processing of digital audio signals, can typically also be used with digital snakes to send multiple audio 

signals down one digital cable. Usually very flexible compared to a similarly sized analogue desk but 

harder to use, often also able to store and recall settings electronically. Examples in Durham include 

the various types of Behringer X32 and the Digico SD9. 

Speakon - A lockable connector used for connecting cables between speakers and amplifiers, often 

blue or grey. 

Stage box / digital snake - A box that converts analogue audio signals to digital and then sends these 

down a digital cable to the sound desk, also converts digital signals coming from the sound desk back 

to analogue. Examples include the S16 and S32 from Behringer or the Digico D rack. 

Subwoofer - A speaker designed to do the very lowest frequencies, about 20hz to 180hz. Great way to 

add some low end punch to a sound system for kick drums, explosions etc. 

Top - A speaker designed to do the middle and high frequencies, the most common kind of PA speaker, 

often sat on top of a subwoofer, typically contains a woofer and tweeter to cover a wide frequency 

range. Many PA speaker tops can handle about 55kHz to 20kHz (although the frequencies below 180Hz 

are better done with a separate subwoofer). 

Tweeter - A speaker designed to do high frequencies, about 5kHz to 20kHz 

Woofer - A speaker designed to do low frequencies, about 55Hz to 5kHz in PA speakers. 

XLR- Three pin cable which is used for a wide variety of sound purposes such as running from a 

microphone to a sound desk or often connecting speakers together. 

 


